1. Introduction. This note resulted from an effort to answer the following question of R. Baer. Suppose G is a finite group with a unique minimal normal subgroup N which is nonabelian. If p is a prime dividing IN[, does there exist a (finite) faithful ~:pG-module A admitting a group extension A ~-~ H-~ G with A C ~b(H). This has been answered independently by W. Gaschiitz and the authors ; the answer is yes.
Throughout the paper, K denotes a field of characteristic p and G is a finite group whose order is divisible by p. All modules are finitely generated. If M is an irreducible (right) KG-modnle, then PM is the (principal) indecomposable projective KG-modnle with M in the head, i.e. with PM/PMJ~M where J=qSKa(KG ) is the Jaeobson radical of KG. K is always regarded as trivial KG-module. AK (G) denotes the kernel of a projective cover P1 -+> PKJ; AK (G) is uniquely determined up to isomorphism.
We recall a theorem by Gaschiitz.
Result (Gaschtitz [4]). Let K = ~:p and A-----AK(G). Then there exists a Frattini extension A ~ r G, i.e. with A C ~)(G). Any other .Frattini extension o/ G by a (/inite) KG-module is an epimorphic image over G o/G.
The maximal Frattini extension A >-> G -~ G can be constructed via free presentations. We give the necessary details in section 3.
In view of Gaschtitz's result, AK(G) is called the Frattini module of G (with respect to K). It is known that AK (G) ~ 0 (since the characteristic p of K divides I G I ; for a p'-group H, AK (H) -~ 0) and that AK (G) is indecomposable (Lemma 1). An irreducible KG-module M has nonvanishing 1-cohomology if and only if M occurs in the socle of AK(G); HP(G, M) #: 0 if and only if M occurs in the largest completely reducible factor module ("head") of AK(G) (Lemma 3).
On the basis of these observations we establish first :
Theorem 1. The centralizer in G o~ the socle o/ AK (G) is just the greatest p-nilpotent normal subgroup Op, p(G) o/ G.
The proof of Theorem 2 depends upon the famous Fong-Swan theorem and a cohomological property of liftable modules (see section 5).
We are able to characterize the groups G for which AK (G) is faithful: 
cG (A) = O~,~(G)).
In particular, A~ (G) is faithful if and only if Op, (G) ----1 and G is not metacyclie having a cyclic normal Sylow p-subgroup.
2. )Iinimal resolutions. It is convenient to discuss the cohomological aspects of the Frattini module within the context of minimal resolutions. Let (P0, do) be a projective cover of the trivial KG-module K and, inductively for n ~ 1, (Pn, dn) a projective cover of the kernel :Yn-1 ~--Ker dn-1. Then the exact sequence Note our permanent assumption that the characteristic p of K divides ]G I. A proof of Lemma 1 is very accessible in Gruenberg [6] (see especially Theorem 2.9) : Y0 ~-0 since K is not projective; Y0 has no proper projective direct summand for this were a direct summand of P0 contained in PoJ (projective KG-modules are injective; apply then Nakayama's lemma); Y0 is indecomposable by a result of Heller [8] , because K is indecomposable. Proceed by induction.
It is known that for a projective KG-module P socle and head are isomorphic. (It suffices to handle the case where P is indecomposable. A proof in this situation is outlined in Serre [10] , Exercise 14.6.) We make use of this in proving Lemma 2. The socle soc(Yn) is isomorphic to Pn/PnJ (n ~ 0).
Proof. The claim is evident ibrn ----0; so let n ~ 1. We have to show that any minimal submodule M of Pn is contained in Yn-Let P ~---PM be the associated projective direct summand of Pn. Assume 
(G, M) ~---D (r), H 2 (G, M) _~= D (s).
Changing the field carries minimal resolutions to minimal resolutions. We include the basic argument.
Proof. The existence of a (finite) splitting field (of characteristic p) shows that KG/J is a separable algebra. Observe also that D ----HomKG (M, M) is a (commutative) field which is separable over K. We may conclude that JL --_ j (~)K L is the Jacobson radical of LG .= KG QK L.
It is now clear that M L is completely reducible. (In the important case that L/K is a finite Galois extension, M L is a direct sum of irreducible LG-modules conjugate under the Galois group, each isomorphism type appearing with the same multiplicity.) Moreover, we see that
is a minimal (LG-projective) resolution of L. Using the natural isomorphisms
for n >_--0. This proves the lemma. Using the above notation, we have the following
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Lemma 5 (Gaschfitz [4]). A is isomorphic to AK(G), and P ~ P1 ~-~ PK ~ (KG) (a(P)-~)
where P1 is the projective cover o/PK J.
For a proof we refer also to Gruenberg [6] , Theorem 2.9. Gaschtitz has handled the (crucial) case K----U:p only. Here we may identify If A ----AK (G) for K a field, as usual, dim H 2 (G, A) ----1 by a theorem of Tare (cf. [5] , w 11.3), and any nonsplit extension A ~-> G -->> G represents the (unique) maximal essential extension in the category (~;~) discussed in [5] , w 11. "Essential" means that any supplement of A in G which intersects A in a KG-module coincides with G.
Lemma 6. Let H be a subgroup o/ G. Then, as a KH-module, AK (G) ~---Az~ (H) 0 Q ]or some projective KH-module Q.
Proof. Consider the free presentation R>--->2,--~G; let F0 denote the inverse image in 2' of H. By Schreier's theorem, R >-+ 2"0 -+> H is a free presentation of H with F0 of finite rank. From Lemma 5 it follows that there are a projective KGmodule P aud a projective KH-module Po such that
AK(G) Q P~--R/R' (D K~-~ AK(H) Q Po
as KH-modules. Since P is also KH-projective and since AK(H) has no proper projective summand (Lemma 1), application of the Krull-Schmidt theorem gives the assertion.
If G is a p-group, the minimum number of generators d (G) = dimH 1 (G, K) equals the dimension of the socle of A = AK(G), and dim A/AJ = dimH2(G, K) is the minimum number of KG-generators dK~(A) of A. In this case PK = KG, and
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Proposition 1. Let G r be a Sylow p-subgroup o/G. Then dimAK(G) = 1 --~ k IG~[ /or some integer k ~ d(Gr) --1.
Pro of. Straightforward from Lemma 6.
Soele and head of A~:(G)
. By a theorem of Brauer [3] , O r, (G) is the centralizer (kernel) of the principal p-block (ideal). Since the Frattini module A ----AK (G) belongs to the principal p-block, we have thus (**)
O~,(G) C CG(A).
It follows that 0r, p (G) is contained in the centralizer of both soc (A) and A/AJ.
Theorem 1. Op, r (G) = C~ (soc (A)).
First Proof. Let C = C~(soc(A)). By Lemma 3 C is the centralizer of the irreducible KG-modules with nonvanishing 1-cohomology. We know C ~= Or.r (G). If G is p-solvable (and K a field of characteristic p, as usual), there is always a nontrivial irreducible KG-module with nonvanishing 2-cohomology, provided G is not p-nilpotent. This will be shown in the next section. Here we handle the following special situation.
Proposition 2. If the Sylow p-subgroups o/ G are cyclic, socle and head o/ A = AK (G) are irreducible, and Op, p (G) ~ Ca (A/AJ).
Proof. Since the Sylow p-subgroups of G are cyclic, by a result of Alperin and Janusz [1] 5. p-solvable groups. By a p-adic field we mean a field of characteristic 0 which is complete with respect to a discrete valuation and whose residue class field is of characteristic p. ttasse and Schmidt have proved that there are p-adic fields with prescribed residue class fields (eft [7] , p. 10). We fix a io-adic field E with residue class field K. Let S be the valuation ring of E, p its maximal ideal (K = S/p). A KG-module M is called liftable (to S or E) if there is an S-free SG-module I]i whose reduction modulo p is M (M = 3~ (Ds K).
Proposition 3 (Scott [9]). I/M is an irreducible KG-module which can be lifted, then
Proof. Scott's proof deals with Brauer characters, assuming that E is a splitting field for G. We give an alternative approach avoiding characters. It is well known that the minimal resolution 9~K (G) of K (section 2) can be lifted to a minimal (SGprojective) resolution
9Xs (G) : ""-->P2-'->P1-->Po--->,S--+O
of S (see for instance [10] It is obvious that the trivial module M -~-K can be lifted. In this ease Proposition 3 may also be deduced from the universal coefficient theorem. One obtains more precisely dim H 2 (G, K) = dim H 1 (a, K) + dim/-I2 (G) @ K.
From (.) i~ follows dimKHn(G, M) ~ dime HomE~(-Pn, Pier) (n > 0). By Maschke's theorem Pn is completely reducible. Let an denote the multiplicity of the (irreducible) EG-module _~r in -Pn, bn that in Yn----s (~s E (s and let c -----dimHomgq(M, M). Then dim Hn(G, M) ----can and bn ~ an+l ~ bn+l (n~0)
.
Theorem 2. Assume G is p.solvable. Then the socle o] the Frattini module A = AK(G) is isomorphic to a direct summand o/ A/AJ.
Proof. According to Lemma 3, the claim of Theorem 2 is equivalent to the statement that dimH2(G, M) > dimH I (G, M) for every irreducible KG-module M. This will be derived from the preceding proposition.
By the classical result of Hasse-Schmidt there is a p-adic field E with residue class field K. Let F be the field obtained from E by adjoining the [G]-th roots of unity. F is again p-adic and its residue class field L is a finite extension of K. By Lemma 4 ML~ M (~KL is a completely reducible LG-module and dimgHn(G, M) = dimLHn(G, M L) for all n ~ 0. By the Fong-Swan theorem (for a lucid proof see [10] , w 17.6) every irreducible summand of ML can be lifted. Now apply Proposition 3.
Corollary 1. I/G is p-solvable, Op, ~ (G) = CG (A/A J).
Proof. Immediate from (.,) and Theorems 1 and 2.
In case G is p-solvable, soc (A) can be described very elegantly. Denote by A0 the direct sum of all complemented p-chief factors of G, counting multiplicities with regard to some fixed chief series of G. It is known that an irreducible U:~G-module M has nonvanishing 1-cohomology here if and only if M is isomorphic (as G-module) to a complemented p-chief factor of G, and that H I (G, M) ~---Hom~ (C~ (M), M). For a proof based on the Hochschild-Serre sequence we refer to [2] , Lemmas 3 and 4. It follows that A0 is isomorphic to the socle of the Frattini module of G over 0=p.
Applying Theorem 2 and Gaschiitz's result stated in the introduction, we have therefore the following
Corollary 2. Suppose G is p-solvable and Ao is the direct sum o/ all complemented p-chie/ /actors o~ G, as above. Then Ao is isomorphic to the socle o/AK (G) (K = ~:~), and there is a tZrattini extension Ao ~-~ H -~ G o/ G.

p-supersolvable ~oups. Recall that G is p-supersolvable ff and only if G/Op,~ (G)
is an abelian group whose exponent divides p--1. In particular, p-supersolvable groups are of p-laugh 1. Because of Brauer's theorem, G is p-supersolvable if and only if every irreducible module in the principal p-block is of dimension 1 (cf. [2] ; it suffices to study the case K -~ U:v). 
Proof. Only the final statement needs some comment. It follows from the GolodSafarevi6 theorem which says that
... where h i,~ the order o/G/Op, p (G). 4 h
Proof. Since the irreducibles in the principal ~o-block have dimension 1, by Nakayama's lemma and Lemma 3 
dKG(A) ----dKa(
Proof. By (~,g,) Ca(A)~= O~,(G). Assume Ca(A) ~ Op,(G).
Then there is a cyclic p-subgroup H~=I in Ca(A). Clearly AK(H) ~ K. By Lemma 6, A ~ K @ Q as a KH-module whereQ is KH-projective (KH-free). Since dimA ~2, Q ~0. ~owQ is a direct sum of some copies of the regular module KH and thus faithful for H. It follows CH (A) ----1, a contradiction. We are done.
Corollary. The Frattini module AK (G) is ]aith/ul i/and only i/Op,(G) = 1 and G i~ not metacyclic having cyclic Sylow p-subgroups.
Proof. Clear.
In particular, AK (G) is faithful when G is a noncyclic p-group. In this case one can construct an explicit Frattini extension of G by a faithful D=pG-module as follows. 
